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Abstract. We consider several Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP) with profits, which seek to select a subset of customers, each one being associated with a profit, and to design service itineraries. When the sum of profits is maximized under distance constraints, the problem is usually called team orienteering problem. The capacitated profitable tour problem seeks to maximize profits minus travel costs under capacity constraints. Finally, in the VRP with private fleet and common carrier, some customers can be delegated to an external carrier subject to a cost. Three families of combined decisions must be taken: customers selection, assignment to vehicles, and sequencing of deliveries for each route.
We propose a new neighborhood search for these problems, which explores an exponential number of solutions in pseudo-polynomial time. The search is conducted on "exhaustive" solutions visiting all customers, while an efficient "Select" algorithm, based on resource-constrained shortest paths, is repeatedly used to select customers and to evaluate routes. Speed-up techniques are introduced to solve more efficiently the shortest paths and prune unpromising moves. The remarkable performance of these neighborhood structures is demonstrated by extensive computational experiments with a local search, an iterated local search and a hybrid genetic algorithm. Intriguingly, even a local-improvement method to the first local optimum of this neighborhood achieves an average gap of 0.09% on classic team orienteering problem instances, rivaling with the current state-of-the-art metaheuristics. For all three problems, the proposed methodology leads to solutions of higher quality than previous algorithms in similar CPU time. Promising research avenues on hybridizations with standard routing neighborhoods are also open.
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Introduction
Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP) with profits seek to select a subset of customers, each one being associated with a reward, and design at most m vehicle itineraries, starting and ending at a central depot, to visit them. These problems have been the focus of extensive research, as illustrated by the surveys of Feillet et al. (2005) , Vansteenwegen et al. (2010) and Archetti et al. (2013b) , mostly because of their difficulty and their numerous practical applications in production planning and logistics (Hemmelmayr et al. 2009 , Duhamel et al. 2009 , Tricoire et al. 2010 , Aras et al. 2011 , Aksen et al. 2012 , manufacturing (Lopez et al. 1998, Tang and Wang 2006) , robotics (Falcon et al. 2012) , humanitarian relief (Campbell et al. 2008 ) and military reconnaissance (Mufalli et al. 2012) , among others.
Three main settings are usually considered in the literature (Chao et al. 1996 , Chu 2005 , Bolduc et al. 2008 ): profit maximization under distance constraints, called Team Orienteering Problem (TOP); maximization of profit minus travel costs under capacity constraints, called Capacitated Profitable Tour Problem (CPTP); and the socalled VRP with Private Fleet and Common Carrier (VRPPFCC), in which customers can be delegated to an external logistics provider, subject to a cost.
To address these problems, we propose to conduct the search on an exhaustive solution representation which only specifies the assignment and sequencing of all customers to vehicles. For each such exhaustive solution, a Select algorithm, based on a ResourceConstrained Shortest Path (RCSP), performs the optimal selection of customers within this sequence and evaluates real route costs. We then introduce a new Combined Local Search (CLS) working on this solution representation, exploring an exponential set of solutions of VRP with Profits (VRPP) obtained from one standard VRP move with an exponential number of possible combinations of implicit insertions and removals of customers, in pseudo-polynomial time. Pruning techniques are applied to reduce the number of arcs in the shortest-path from O(n 2 ) to O(Hn), where H n is a sparsification parameter. Furthermore, bi-directional dynamic programming and pre-processing methods are proposed to solve efficiently the successive RCSPs issued from the local search. This allows to decrease further the amortized complexity of RCSP resolution from O(BHn) down to O(BH 2 ) for inter-route moves, and O(B 2 H 2 ) for intra-route moves, where B is the average number of labels at each node. As demonstrated by our computational experiments, B remains usually sufficiently small to allow for efficient computations.
The contributions of this work are the following. 1) A new large neighborhood is introduced for vehicle routing problems with profits. 2) Pruning and re-optimization techniques are proposed to perform an efficient search, enabling to decrease the move evaluation complexity by a quadratic factor. 3) These neighborhoods are tested within three heuristic frameworks, a local-improvement procedure, an iterated local search, and a hybrid genetic search. 4) The resulting methods address the three mentioned problems in a unified manner. 5) State-of-the-art results are produced for these settings. 6) Even the simplest local-improvement procedure built on this neighborhood demonstrates outstanding performances on extensively-studied TOP benchmark instances.
Problem statement and unification
Let G = (V, E) be a complete undirected graph with |V| = n+1 nodes. Node v 0 ∈ V represents a depot, where a fleet of m identical vehicles is based. The other nodes v i ∈ V\{v 0 }, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, represent the customers, characterized by demand q i and profit p i . Without loss of generality, q 0 = p 0 = 0. Edges (i, j) ∈ E represent the possibility of traveling directly from a node v i ∈ V to a different node v j ∈ V for a distance/duration d ij . In this complete graph, distances are assumed to satisfy the triangle inequality.
The objective of the TOP is to find a set of m (possibly empty) vehicle routes σ k = (σ k (1), . . . , σ k (|σ k |)) for k ∈ {1, . . . , m} starting and ending at the depot, such that the total collected prize Z top (Equation 1) is maximized, the sum of traveled distance on any route σ k is smaller than D (Equation 2), and each customer is serviced at most one time.
(1)
In the CPTP, a set of less than m vehicle routes is sought. The objective is to maximize the total profit minus travel distance (Equation 3) and any route σ k is subject to a capacity constraint (Equation 4).
Finally, in the VRPPFCC, each customer v i is also associated with an outsourcing cost o i , which is paid if the customer is not serviced. Reversely, this outsourcing cost can be viewed as a profit for customer service, leading to the maximization objective of Equation (5), in which we define the constant O = i=1,...,n o i . Each route is also subject to a capacity constraint (Equation 6 ).
Proposition 1. TOP, CPTP, and VRPPFCC are all special cases of a two-resources vehicle routing problem with profits (2-VRPP). In this problem, any arc (i,j) is associated with a resource consumption r ij ∈ R + and a profit p ij ∈ R. The objective is to build m or less routes, to maximize the total profit (Equation 7) while respecting resource constraints on all routes (Equation 8).
The reformulation is done as follows for each problem:
TOP:
Proof. The demand associated to depot nodes is zero by definition,
Substituting the mentioned values of p ij and r ij in Equations (7-8) leads to the objectives and constraints associated to each problem in Equations (1-6).
Proposition 2. The resource consumptions r ij satisfy the triangle inequality, i.e. r ij ≤ r ik + r kj for any k ∈ {0, . . . , n} − {i, j}.
Proof. In the TOP, CPTP and VRPPFCC, distances d ij are assumed to satisfy the triangle inequality. In addition, the demand q i is non-negative for any i. Hence, for any (i, j) and k ∈ {0, . . . , n} − {i, j},
and
• for the CPTP and VRPPFCC, r ij =
The two previous properties enable to reduce all three considered problems to the 2-VRPP. The methodology which is presented in the following has been designed for this more general problem, and thus is capable of solving three fundamental settings from the literature. This increased generality allows to better highlight efficient and broadlyapplicable strategies.
Related literature
VRPPs have been the subject of a well-developed literature since the 1980s. Both the TOP, CPTP and VRPPFCC are NP-hard, and the current exact methods (Butt and Ryan 1999 , Boussier et al. 2007 , Archetti et al. 2013a can solve some instances with up to 200 customers, but mostly when the number of visited customers in the optimal solution remains rather small (less than 50). Heuristics are currently the method of choice for larger problems.
Heuristics and metaheuristics for the TOP have been considerably studied in the past years, and thanks to the rapid availability of common benchmark instance (Chao et al. 1996) , a wide range of metaheuristic frameworks have been tested and compared. Neighborhood-based methods (Vidal et al. 2013b ) have been generally privileged over population-based search. Tang and Miller-Hooks (2005) proposed a tabu search with adaptive memory, exploiting both feasible and infeasible solutions in the search process. Archetti et al. (2007) introduced a rich family of metaheuristics based on tabu or Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS). The impact of different jump, penalization strategies, and feasibility restoration methods was assessed. Ke et al. (2008) developed ant-colony optimization (ACO) techniques, and studied four alternative solution-construction approaches: sequential, deterministic-concurrent, random-concurrent, and simultaneous. Bouly et al. (2009) introduced a hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) based on giant-tour solution representation, which was hybridized later on with particle-swarm optimization (PSO) in Dang et al. (2011 ). Vansteenwegen et al. (2009a proposed a guided local search, and a path relinking approach was presented in Souffriau et al. (2010) . Finally, a multi-start simulated annealing method was introduced in Lin (2013) .
The multi-vehicle version of the CPTP has been considered recently in Archetti et al. (2009) . The authors extended the tabu and VNS of Archetti et al. (2007) for this capacityconstrained setting and introduced new benchmark instances. In addition, the VRPPFCC has been first studied in Chu (2005) , and solved by means of a savings-based constructive procedure and local-improvement. Bolduc et al. (2007) and Bolduc et al. (2008) introduced local-search procedures with advanced 4-opt*, 2-opt*, and 2-add-drop movements, as well as perturbation techniques for diversification. Côté and Potvin (2009) proposed an efficient tabu search heuristic based on similar moves, which also exploits penalized infeasible solutions during the search. Another tabu search, complemented by ejection chains, was described in Potvin and Naud (2011) . The latter methods produces results of higher quality, but the ejection chains tend to increase the computational effort. Finally, Stenger et al. (2012) developed an adaptive VNS with cyclic improvements.
Several other VRP with profits have been addressed in the literature, notably with time windows (Vansteenwegen et al. 2009b , Labadie et al. 2010 , Lin and Yu 2012 and in presence of multiple planning periods (Tricoire et al. 2010 , Zhang et al. 2013 . Similarly to a wide majority of VRP publications, recent research has been focused for the most part on finding more sophisticated metaheuristic strategies rather than improving the low-level neighborhood structures, which remain the same since many years. The goal of our paper is to break with this trend by introducing a new family of large neighborhoods. These neighborhoods can be applied in any metaheuristic framework, in possible cooperation with other fast and simple neighborhood structures.
New large neighborhoods for VRP with profits
All the previously-mentioned efficient metaheuristics rely on local-search improvement procedures to achieve high quality solutions. Most common neighborhoods include separate moves for changing the selection of customers with Insert, Remove or Replace moves, and changing the assignment and sequencing of customer visits with Swap, Relocate, 2-opt, 2-opt* or Cross. We refer to Feillet et al. (2005) and Vidal et al. (2013b) for a description of these classic neighborhoods. However, neighborhoods which consider separately the changes of selection and sequencing/assignment may overlook a wide range of simple solution improvements, such as moves on sequences such as Swap or Relocate with a combined Insert of a customer in the same route.
Implicit customer selection
We introduce a new neighborhood of exponential size which can be searched in pseudopolynomial time. Two main concepts are exploited: an exhaustive solution representation, and an implicit selection of customers.
VRPPs involve three families of decisions: a selection of customers to be visited, the assignment of selected customers, and the sequencing of customers for each vehicle. In an exhaustive solution, the assignment to vehicles and sequencing of all customers are specified, without considering whether they are selected or not. This representation is identical to a complete VRP solution. Some routes may thus exceed the resource constraints, and some may not be profitable, e.g., when off-centered customers with small profits are included.
To retrieve a VRPP solution from an exhaustive solution, a Select algorithm based on a resource-constrained shortest path is applied on each route. Select retrieves the optimal subsequence of customers, fulfilling the resource constraints, while maximizing the profits. The goal of this methodology is to keep sequences of non-activated deliveries at promising positions in the solution. These deliveries can become implicitly activated by the Select procedure when a modification, e.g. local-search move on sequences such as Relocate or swap, is operated.
For any route σ, the selection subproblem is formulated as a resource-constrained shortest path on an acyclic directed graph H = (V, A), where V contains the |σ| nodes visited by a route. Each arc (i, j) ∈ A for i < j is associated with a resource consumption r σ(i)σ(j) and a profit p σ(i)σ(j) (c.f. Proposition 1). Subproblems are illustrated in Figure 1 for a solution with two routes.
Each resource-constrained shortest path problem is solved by dynamic programming (Irnich and Desaulniers 2005) . A label s = (s r , s p ) is defined as a couple (resource,profit). To each node σ(i), for i ∈ {1, . . . , |σ|} a set of labels S i is associated, starting with S 1 = {(0, 0)} for the node associated to the depot. Then, for any i, a set of labels S i+1 is constructed by considering iteratively any edge (j, i + 1) ∈ A and extending all labels of j as in Equation (9).
Any infeasible label s ∈ S i+1 , such that s r +r σ(i+1)σ(0) > R is pruned from S i+1 . Indeed, resource consumptions on edges satisfy the triangle inequality, and thus the resource consumption for returning to v 0 after σ(i + 1) on any path is greater or equal than r σ(i+1)σ(0) . All dominated labels of S i+1 , i.e. labels (s r , s p ) ∈ S i+1 such that there exists (s r ,s p ) ∈ S i+1 with s r ≥s r and s p <s p are also removed to yield S i+1 .
Proposition 3. Let B be an upper bound on the number of labels per node. Then, the Select algorithm is pseudo-polynomial, with a complexity of
Proof. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , |σ|}, and thus a total of n loops, the propagation step of Equation (9) leads to propagate n times O(B) labels. From the initial state (one label) to the end of the graph, labels are kept ordered by increasing resource consumption, and each propagation requires O(B) operations to insert the new labels, and O(B) operations to sweep the set of labels by increasing resource consumption and eliminate dominated and infeasible labels. This propagation principle will be subsequently used in all the paper. The resulting total complexity is O(n · nB).
In practice, during our experiments on a large variety of benchmark instances, the number of labels B remains moderate, around 30 to 40 labels in average.
Neighborhood search on the exhaustive solution
Building upon this exhaustive solution representation and the Select algorithm, we propose a local search procedure considering large neighborhoods with an exponential number of customer insertion and removals. This method applies classic VRP moves on the exhaustive solution representation. Evaluating the profitability of any such move requires to use the Select algorithm on each modified route to find the updated optimal selection of customers. As such, insertions and removals are implicitly managed during the selection process instead of being explicitly considered by the local search.
In our implementation of this technique, we consider the standard VRP neighborhoods 2-opt, 2-opt*, Relocate, Swap and Cross limited to sequences of less than two customers. Similarly to Toth and Vigo (2003) , moves are only tested between one vertex v i and one of its neighbor vertices in the set Γ i which contains the depot as well as the Γ closest customers. Any move requires applying a maximum of two times -one for each route -the Select procedure. Moves are considered in random order, any improvement being directly applied. The method stops whenever all moves have been tried without success. 
Illustrative example

Connections with other large neighborhoods
It should be noted that the proposed methodology is distinct from splitting procedures Beasley (1983) , which are concerned about performing an optimal clustering of a large sequence of customers into routes. In particular, we applied our large neighborhoods in the context of a Unified Hybrid Genetic Search with giant-tour "exhaustive" solution representation (Section 5.1). In this context, the Split algorithm can be implemented as a by-product of route evaluation procedures (Vidal et al. 2013a) , and it assumes the twofold task of inserting visits to the depot and selecting the customers.
These concepts are also clearly distinct from efficient ejection chains (Glover 1996) and cyclic improvement procedures based on the search for a positive-cost cycle in an auxiliary improvement graph, which allow one move per route. In our case, multiple compound Insert or Remove can implicitly arise from a move. The subset of VRPP solutions explored by the proposed method, and the subset of those explored by polynomial cyclicimprovement procedures are distinct. The two methodologies could even be combined together by considering ejection chains on the exhaustive representation, and thus, searching a positive cycle in an auxiliary graph in which each arc cost has been obtained by means of the Select algorithm. This is left as a perspective of research.
Hierarchical objective
The total profit is usually not straightforward to improve with local and even largeneighborhood search, since it requires the ability to "create room" in order to save resources and deliver more profitable customers. An improvement of the objective is thus often the result of several local-search moves. For the TOP in particular, the search space has a "staircase" aspect, with many cost-equivalent solutions, which is usually not well-suited for an efficient search. To avoid this drawback and drive non-activated customers towards promising locations, the total distance of the current exhaustive solution is considered as a secondary objective (Equation 11) with very small weight ω 1.
As a result, even if no improving move for the primary objective of the VRPP can be found from an incumbent solution, the neighborhood search will re-arrange the deliveries to better positions. This may open the way to new improvements of the main objective at a later stage, without requiring any solution deterioration.
Speed-up techniques
Solving from scratch each such resource-constrained shortest path leads to computationally expensive move evaluations in O(n 2 B). Such near-quadratic complexity may not be acceptable in recent neighborhood-based heuristic searches which rely on a considerable number of route evaluations.
Graph sparsification
To reduce this complexity, we propose to prune several arcs in the shortest-path graph, and rely on pre-processing and bi-directional dynamic programming. For a given sparsification parameter H ∈ {1, . . . , n}, only arcs (i, j), with (i < j) satisfying Equation (12) are kept.
H represents a bound on the maximum consecutive number of non-activated deliveries which can arise in a VRPP solution. The number of non-activated deliveries located just after or just before a depot still remains unlimited, thus guaranteeing the existence of a feasible solution. This sparsification parameter is illustrated on Figure 3 . 
Proof. The number of arcs of the new auxiliary graph H = (V, A ) becomes O(n+n+Hn). The first two n terms are the arcs originating and ending at the depot, and the factor Hn relates to the limited number of intermediate arcs.
The labeling algorithm is performed as previously, but for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the number of arcs is smaller than H + 1. Labels are kept sorted, and extending the labels to one new node i + 1 ∈ {1, . . . , n} takes O(HB) operations. The overall algorithm works with a complexity of O(nHB).
Labels pre-processing and route evaluations by concatenation
Solutions resulting from classic VRP moves on an incumbent exhaustive solution can all be assimilated to recombinations of a bounded number of subsequences of consecutive visits from this solution. This property is thoroughly discussed in Vidal et al. (2011 Vidal et al. ( , 2013a . As a consequence, we propose advanced move evaluation methods which pre-process additional information on subsequences of consecutive customers from the incumbent solution to reduce the complexity of move evaluations.
There are O(n 2 ) subsequences of consecutive customers in the incumbent solution. Preprocessing is done on all these sequences, and the values are updated through the search whenever some routes of the incumbent solution are modified. As will be shown in the following, the effort related to information preprocessing is usually largely compensated by the reduction in computational effort related to move evaluations. In this section, we explain how this theory can be exploited to reduce even further the complexity of the Select algorithm for VRPPs. As in previous papers, we explain 1) the nature of the information, 2) how to do the preprocessing and 3) how to create an advanced Select algorithm which evaluates moves as a concatenation of known subsequences, using the information of each subsequence.
Information collected and preprocessing. For any sequence σ of successive nodes from the incumbent solution, we propose to pre-process the following information:
• Set of labels S ij (σ) associated to each resource-constrained path (i, j) in σ, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , H}∩{1, . . . , |σ|} and j ∈ {|σ|− H +1, . . . , |σ|}∩{1, . . . , |σ|}, i.e. between any node among the H first of σ, and any node among the H last of σ.
• Set of labels S end i (σ) associated to each resource-constrained path in σ, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , H} ∩ {1, . . . , |σ|}, i.e. between any node among the H first of σ and the ending depot.
• Set of labels S beg j (σ) associated to each resource-constrained path in σ, for each j ∈ {|σ| − H + 1, . . . , |σ|} ∩ {1, . . . , |σ|}, i.e. between the beginning depot and any node among the H last of σ.
• Best profit P (σ) of an inside resource-feasible path in σ, starting from the depot, visiting a subset of customers in σ, and coming back to the depot.
Proposition 5. Preprocessing these values for a sequence σ requires O(n 2 HB) elementary operations Proof. Sets of labels are kept ordered by increasing resource consumption, such that any label propagation requires a fusion of two ordered lists of O(B) labels, and a removal of dominated labels, for a complexity of O(B). The pre-processing can be simply done iteratively, by repeating the standard procedure of Section 4.6.1, starting from i = {1, . . . , |σ|} for a complexity Φ Pre-Process = O(n · nHB). The contribution of this preprocessed information is illustrated in Figure 4 . On the top of the figure, a shortest path problem for a local search move involving four subsequences (σ 1 , . . . , σ 4 ) is illustrated. In this example H = 2, and thus it is possible to skip only one node at a time. The edges in dotted lines are the ones originating from the origin depot and going to the ending depot.
The equivalent shortest path, once all information has been preprocessed, is illustrated in the bottom of the figure. Preprocessing the labels associated to each shortest path (i, j) in subsequences σ i enables to substitute all intermediate nodes and arcs by a few arcs, from the H first to the H last nodes, and to and from the depot. These new arcs are illustrated in bold on the figure. The resulting reduced graph G = (V , A ) is such that |A | = O(M H 2 ) arcs and |V | = O(M H) nodes. M is a bounded value which stands for the number of subsequences at play. All classic VRP intra-route moves are such that M ≤ 3, and all inter-route moves are such that M ≤ 5 (Vidal et al. 2011 (Vidal et al. , 2013a . The quantity of arcs does not depend anymore on the number of customers n. It is only proportional to the square of parameter H. Yet, it should be noted that the newly-created arcs, for any sequence σ, are not associated to a single profit and resource consumption, but rather to a set of non-dominated (resource, profit) couples (s r , s
Proposition 6 (Concatenation -general). The optimal profit P (σ 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σ M ) of Select, for a route assimilated to a recombination of M sequences σ 1 , . . . , σ M , is the maximum between the profitP (σ 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σ M ) of the resource-constrained shortest path in G , and the maximum profit P (σ i ) of an inside resource-feasible path in σ i for any i ∈ {1, . . . , M }.
Proof. First, solving the shortest path on the reduced graph enables to find the best solution containing at least one node located among the first or last H nodes of a sequence. A better solution could exist, for each sequence σ i , visiting exclusively some inside nodes which have been eliminated in the reduced graph. The cost of these solutions is included in the preprocessed value P (σ i ). Now, the reduced graph G has O(M H 2 ) arcs, and each arc is associated to up to B non-dominated (resource, profit) couples. Solving the resource-constrained shortest path on this graph to findP (σ 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ σ M ) is equivalent to solving a resource-constrained shortest path on a multi-graph, where arcs are duplicated B times to take into account the different (resource,profit) combinations. This can be done as previously by means of a labeling method in O(M H 2 B 2 ).
Proposition 6 and the associated algorithm applies in the general case. Yet, it is used in our method only to evaluate moves which involve more than three subsequences, such as intra-route 2-opt, Swap and Relocate moves between two positions in the same route. The other -more numerous -inter-route Swap, Relocate, Cross and 2-opt* involve less than three subsequences (Vidal et al. 2013b ) as illustrated in Figure 5 . Proposition 7 allows to evaluate these moves even more efficiently. Proposition 7 (Concatenation -3 subsequences). The optimal cost P (σ 1 ⊕ σ 0 ⊕ σ 2 ) of Select, for a route assimilated to a recombination of three subsequences σ 1 , σ 0 and σ 2 such that σ 0 contains a bounded number of customers can be evaluated using bi-directional dynamic programming with a complexity of
The same complexity is achieved for a concatenation of two sequences σ 1 and σ 2 .
Proof. The maximum of {P (σ 1 ), P (σ 2 )} gives in O(1) the optimal cost for any path that visits the nodes excluded from the reduced graph. The other part of the cost, for a path that visits at least one of the nodes of the reduced graph can be evaluated as follows:
1. First, we recall that the set of non-dominated labels, for any path going from the beginning depot to a node k ∈ {|σ 1 | − H + 1, . . . , |σ 1 |}, i.e. among the last H nodes of σ 1 , is given by S beg k (σ 1 ).
2. The algorithm then propagates these labels, corresponding to the last H nodes of σ 1 , on the next |σ 0 | nodes, obtaining the set of labelsS i (σ 1,0 ) associated to the shortest path between the depot and the last H nodes of σ 1,0 = σ 1 ⊕ σ 0 , for i ∈ I = {|σ 1 | + |σ 0 | − H + 1, . . . , |σ 1 | + |σ 0 |}. All arcs in |σ 0 | are only simple arcs with one label, such that each propagation is done in O(HB) elementary operations. The propagation to the end depot for each i is also evaluated, leading in addition to the optimal costP (σ 1,0 ) of a path servicing at least one node in both σ 1 and σ 0 and returning to the end depot without visiting σ 2 .
3. Finally, the best costP (σ 1,0 ⊕ σ 2 ) of a path servicing nodes in both σ 1,0 and σ 2 is equivalent to finding, for each possible arc (i, j) ∈ A between σ 1,0 and σ 2 , the best couple of labels (s
(σ 2 ) which maximizes the total profit while respecting resource constraints as expressed in Equation (17).
For any pair (i, j), the maximum cost mentioned in Equation (17) can be computed in O(B) by sweeping the labels ofS i (σ 1,0 ) by increasing resource consumption and, in the meantime, the labels of S end j (σ 2 ) by decreasing resource consumption.
The computational complexity of the method is O(|σ 0 |HB) = O(HB) for Phase 2 and O(H 2 B) for Phase 3, leading to an overall complexity of O(H 2 B).
The final cost returned by the algorithm is
For the case involving only two sequences σ 1 and σ 2 , the same algorithm without Step 2 yields the same complexity.
Remark that for an inter-route neighborhood of size Θ(n 2 ), the computational complexity of the preprocessing phase remains is O(n 2 HB) as demonstrated in Proposition 5. The complexity of the evaluation of a full neighborhood is Θ(n 2 H 2 B), as demonstrated in Proposition 7. Hence, move evaluation should be dominating in terms of CPU time. This statement is also supported by our empirical analyses, which show that the additional preprocessing work did not have a significant impact on CPU time.
Finally, intra-route moves are less numerous, in practice there are an average of Θ( n 2 m ) such moves to consider where m is number of routes. The neighborhood evaluation complexity (c.f. Proposition 6) becomes Θ(
is usually small and the observed effort spent on intra-and inter-route neighborhoods is of similar magnitude in our experiments.
Experimental Analyses
The contribution of this new large neighborhood is assessed by extensive computational experiments with three families of heuristics. The impact of key parameters is investigated on the TOP, and the performance of each method is evaluated on the TOP, as well as on the CPTP and VRPPFCC relatively to the current state-of-the-art.
Heuristics and metaheuristic frameworks
We selected these three particular methods for our experiments: a multi-start localimprovement procedure, which represents one of the most simple scheme in heuristic search but is still at the core of most metaheuristics; a classic neighborhood-centered method such as the ILS of Prins (2009) , and finally a more advanced population-based method with diversity management such as UHGS (Vidal et al. 2013a ). This way, the contribution of the proposed neighborhoods can be investigated on three notable VRP heuristic frameworks.
• MS-LI is a straightforward application of the proposed neighborhood search, based on the classic neighborhoods 2-opt, 2-opt*, Relocate, Swap and CROSS exchanges of up to two customers. As described previously, moves are applied between close customers on the exhaustive solution representation. A random order is used for move evaluation, any improving move being directly applied until no improvement can be found in the whole neighborhood. At the end, the resulting solution is a local optimum of the proposed neighborhood. The local-improvement procedure is repeated µ times from randomly generated initial solutions. The best local optimum constitutes the MS-LI solution.
• MS-ILS is a direct adaptation of the method of Prins (2009) . Starting from a random initial solution, n C child solutions are iteratively generated by applying a shaking operator and the same local search as MS-LI. The best child solution is taken as new incumbent solution for the next iteration. The method is started n P times, each run begin finished once n I consecutive iterations have been performed without improvement of the best solution or when an overall maximum time T max is attained. The overall best solution is finally returned.
• Finally, our implementation of UHGS derives directly from the general framework of Vidal et al. (2013a) . The 2-VRPP has been addressed only by adding a new route-evaluation operator, and all other procedures, selection, crossover, education, Split algorithm and population-diversity management procedures remain the same. As previously, the population is managed to contain between µ MIN and µ MIN + µ GEN solutions, and the method terminates whenever It max iterations -individual generations -without improvement have been performed or when a CPU time T max is attained. No infeasible solutions need to be used in this context since the evaluation procedure allows for any route size without infeasibility.
Benchmark Instances
The performance of these three heuristics built on our new compound neighborhoods is assessed by means of extensive experiments on classic benchmark instances for the considered problems. The classic TOP instances (Chao et al. 1996) are classified into seven sets which include respectively 32, 21, 33, 100, 66, 64 and 102 customers. Each instance set is declined into individual instances with between 2 to 4 vehicles and different duration limits. We consider Sets 4-7, since optimal solutions are systematically obtained on the smaller problems. Other particular instances for which all methods from the recent literature find the optimal solutions have been also excluded from the experiments, only keeping the 157 most difficult ones as in Souffriau et al. (2010) .
The CPTP instance sets of Archetti et al. (2009) have been derived from the classic VRP instances of Christofides et al. (1979) using different values of capacity Q and fleet size m. We refer to each instance as "pXX-m-Q", where XX is the index of the associated VRP instance. Finally, we rely for the VRPPFCC on two sets of instances from Bolduc et al. (2008) , which are also derived from Christofides et al. (1979) and Golden et al. (1998) . Our three methods are compared to the best current metaheuristics in the literature listed in Table 1 . Tabu 
Parameter setting and sensitivity analyses
General parameter setting. The proposed methodology relies on two parameters: the weight ω of the secondary objective and the sparsification coefficient H. The only purpose of ω is to establish a hierarchy between the real problem objective and the auxiliary route length objective (Section 4.5). From our experiments, setting ω = 10 −4 establishes the desired hierarchy without involving numerical precision issues. The impact of the sparsification coefficient H is discussed later in this section.
For the other parameters, we aimed to implement the methods without significant change from the original papers (Prins 2009 , Vidal et al. 2013a . Still, to compare with other authors with similar computational effort, we had to scale the termination criteria and population size, leading to the setting µ = 5 for MS-LS, (n P , n I , n C ) = (3, 10, 3) for MS-ILS, and (µ MIN , µ GEN , It max ) = (5, 10, 500) for UHGS. The overall CPU time is also limited to T max = 5 minutes.
Sensitivity analysis on the sparsification parameter. Parameter H is an important element of the newly proposed neighborhoods. Larger values of this parameter lead to larger neighborhoods but higher computation time. A good balance is thus desired. To calibrate H and analyze its impact on the method, we ran several tests on the UHGS with values of H ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, ∞}. Each parameter configuration was tested on the 157 TOP benchmark instances and 10 runs have been conducted. The solution quality is measured for each instance as a percentage of deviation from the Best Known Solution (BKS) in the literature, 100(z − z bks )/z bks , where z is the profit obtained by the method and z bks is the profit associated to the BKS. The best known solutions, including those found in this paper, are included in Table 7 .
The results of this calibration, averaged on all instances, are displayed in Table 2 . We report for each configuration the average deviation to BKS on 10 runs, the deviation associated to the best solution of these runs, the number of BKS found out of 157, the average CPU time, the average CPU time to reach the best solution of the run, and the number of labels per customer node in the shortest path subproblems. Finally, the last line reports the p-values associated to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples, between the average profit obtained with the reference parameter setting H = 3 and any other setting x. The p-value illustrates how likely is the null hypothesis "that both methods for H = 3 and H = x perform equally". From these tests, it appears that the configuration H = 3 produces solutions of significantly better quality than any configuration with H ∈ {1, 4, 5, 7, 10, +∞}. This configuration attains 155/157 best known solutions. It requires 40.3% more CPU time than with H = 1, but only 7.3% more CPU time to reach the best solution. The average number of non-dominated labels kept per node is greater by a factor 4.4 than the case with H = 1. It should be noted that H = 1 is not equivalent to "no selection", since any arc from and to the depot is still considered, and thus the shortest path can select any subset of consecutive customers. Thus the number of labels for H = 1 is greater than one. Using the selection abilities of the algorithm, and thus values of H greater than one, contributes to find solutions of higher quality in nearly-similar CPU time.
Sensitivity analysis on the auxiliary objective. We also tested the impact of the auxiliary objective by comparing a version in which this objective is not considered, i.e. ω = 0 to our base version. In these tests, and in the remained of this paper, the value H = 3 is used for the sparsification parameter. The results are presented in Table 3 in the same format as previously.
Our results indicate a significant improvement, with a very small p-value of 5.1·10 −13 , of the solution quality related to the use of the secondary objective during optimization. The secondary objective leads to deeper local-optimums, and thus potentially longer descents. This is illustrated by an increase of 24.4% of the average CPU time, and 61.4% of the average time to find the best solution. Yet, as a consequence the solution quality is also much higher. In particular, the average gap to BKS is reduced from 0.102% to 0.020% when the auxiliary objective is used. Even by using longer runs or multiple runs without this objective, it would take much longer CPU time to reach such solution quality.
Results on TOP
In this section, we compare the results generated by our methods to those generated by the previous state-of-the-art algorithms for the TOP, listed in Table 1 . For this problem, several authors have reported results with rather small CPU time, and thus to provide further elements of comparison we also created a fast version of UHGS, named UHGS-F, by reducing the termination criteria to (It max , T max ) = (250, 1). Tables 7-9 (in Appendix) provide detailed results on the 157 selected instances, in comparison to the best previous methods, as well as the new BKS, merging previouslyknown solutions and a few improved ones found by the proposed methods. When a method finds the BKS, this solution is highlighted in boldface. When a new improved BKS is found, this solution is also underlined. Table 4 provides a summary of these results. It displays for each method the average deviation to BKS on 10 runs, the average CPU time T(s) and average time T*(s) to reach the final solution of a run, the deviation to BKS of the best solution out of 10 runs, the associated total CPU time, and the processor used in the tests. A last line reports the p-value associated to a Wilcoxon test on paired samples between the best solutions of UHGS and other methods. Detailed CPU times, on each instance, are available from the authors. Most previous authors only report their best solution out of 10 runs. Thus the CPU time associated to these solutions, as well as the CPU time associated to our best solution out of ten runs, is thus scaled by a factor ten.
All TOP results from methods in Table 1 are displayed in Figure 6 on a two-dimensional plot considering CPU time and Gap. Average results, representative of a single run, are located with a triangle, while best solutions on ten runs are located with a diamond. According to Dongarra factors, the DEC AlphaServer 1200/533 and DEC Alpha XP 1000 CPUs of Tang and Miller-Hooks (2005) are approximately 5× to 10× slower than a Pentium IV 2.8 GHz. The associated CPU time has thus been scaled accordingly. Due to a lack of accurate data, the speed of the other processors can not be scaled in a reliable manner. These processors are of similar generation and should not differ by a speed factor of more than 2×. Figure 6 thus displays a reasonable approximation of computation effort. Finally, it should be noted that Lin (2013) report the time to reach the best solution, which is smaller than the total computational time, and thus receive a significant advantage. Overall, the proposed UHGS with large neighborhood search performs impressively, reaching a tiny gap of 0.001%. MS-ILS and MS-LI obtain solutions of high quality, with gaps of 0.003% and 0.109%, respectively. The performance of these methods is largely suitable for practice. It is also remarkable that this simple multi-start local-improvement method produces results of a quality comparable to most currently existing, and ofter very intricate, metaheuristics.
The proposed methods require moderately higher CPU time, with an average of 3.2 minutes for UHGS. This is due to the fact that these large neighborhoods still take more time to be evaluated. Yet, the average solution quality of UHGS, representative of a single run, is notably higher than the quality of the best of all runs of all previous methods, while requiring similar computational effort. The quality/time pareto front related to different configurations of our methods, visible on Figure 6 is closer to the ideal point with infinitely small CPU time and gap (bottom-left on the figure) . Almost all previous methods are dominated by at least one of our large-neighborhood algorithms. UHGS obtains 155/157 best known solutions, compared to 133/157 for the best previous method. Three new BKS have been produced: 1267 for p4.2.q, 1292 for p4.2.r, and 1120 for p7.3.t. Given the considerable effort put on these instances during the past years, it is remarkable that some results can still be improved. A paired-sample Wilcoxon tests also demonstrate with high confidence, with p-values ranging from 1.1 · 10 −14 to 1.8 · 10
−5 , the fact that UHGS produces solutions of significantly different quality than previous methods.
Results on other problems
Further experiments have been conducted on the VRPPFCC and CPTP. A summary of the results in displayed in Tables 5 and 6 , and Figure 7 using the same conventions as previously. The p-values refer to a statistical tests on the significance of the performance difference between the best solutions of UHGS and those of other methods. In Table 5 , the values "Gap CE" refer to the gap to BKS on the subset of instances CE, derived from the instances of Christofides et al. (1979) . Detailed results are provided in Appendix and available from the authors. Potvin and Naud (2011) performed experiments with the same TS algorithm of Côté and Potvin (2009) , yet the reported solution quality (TS 2) is lower than in the original paper. We display both set of results, but note that there may be a high variance of solution quality. 2 Côté (2013) reported to us that or Set "G", truncated distances have been erroneously used for CP09 and PN11. The related solutions and gaps, reported in italics, can thus be considered only as lower bounds.
For both problems, it is noteworthy that UHGS with the large neighborhood produces solution of better quality in smaller time than the previous best methods. For the VRPPFCC, a gap to the BKS of 0.021% is obtained, compared to 0.210% for TS+, which Gap ( was, in addition, advantaged because of a distance rounding issue (c.f. note in Table 5 ). The average solutions on one run of UHGS, with a gap of 0.255%, are also of higher quality than the best solutions of AVNS on ten runs, with a gap of 0.405%, while requiring less overall CPU time. UHGS produces a large number of best known solutions (27/34), including 20 new ones. For the CPTP, UHGS outperforms all previous methods on all instances. It reaches a total of 130/130 best known solutions, including 29 new best ones, and all optimal solutions known from Archetti et al. (2009) and Archetti et al. (2013a) have been retrieved. MS-LS, MS-ILS and UHGS, lead to different CPU time and solution quality tradeoffs, the fastest computation time being achieved with the simple MS-LS. On Figure 7 , the trade-off between solution quality and CPU time is visible for both problems. The proposed methods are dominating, since for any past method there exist at least one of our configurations which produces solutions of higher quality in less CPU time.
We also note that, while the stand-alone MS-LS turned out to be very efficient on the TOP, its performance on the VRPPFCC tends to be lower. This can be related to the fact that the objective of VRPPFCC or CPTP is based on both customer selection and routing. For the TOP, the selection alone is considered in the objective, and slightly sub-optimal routing decisions may only weakly impact the sets of feasible selections considered by the method.
Conclusion
We have introduced a new large neighborhood for VRPs with profits. These neighborhoods are searched by means of efficient pruning and bi-directional dynamic programming techniques. They have been tested in a local-improvement method, an iterated local search and a hybrid genetic search, on the TOP, the CPTP and the VRPPFCC. These new neighborhoods contribute to find solutions of higher quality in comparison to the previous state-of-the-art methods. 52 new best known solution have been found. It is remarkable that the simple local-improvement method with these neighborhoods reaches solutions of higher quality than most current complex metaheuristics for the TOP.
The proposed method is a very novel way of designing neighborhood search on VRP with profits. It should be more successful on settings for which the ratio of customers to be delivered is high, such as the VRPPFCC where a small proportion of deliveries are usually assigned to a third party provider. Problems with a large number of delivery options, e.g. thousands of locations, and scarce resources, e.g. trucks to service only a few customers, may still not be well suited for such methodology, since all deliveries are considered in the routing algorithm. To efficiently handle both cases, we suggest as a perspective of research to hybridize classic and new neighborhoods. The classic neighborhood can help filtering subsets of more promising deliveries, and generating elite initial solutions, which can then be improved by a few iterations of the large neighborhoods with subsets of potential customers. This would allow to harness the highest exploration capacities of our proposed neighborhood search while reducing even further the CPU time. Other perspective of research involve the extension of the proposed methodologies to other variants of VRPP, e.g., with time windows, variable profits, or arc routing, and even more general extensions of the concepts to other combinatorial optimization problems with decisions on task selections. 320 19505.00 19609.62 19729.96 19208.52 19204.36 19190.77 19166.58 19191.56 19142.75 19524.50 19417.12 19142 Côté (2013) reported to us that on the set "G", truncated distances have been erroneously used for CP09 and PN11. The related solutions and gaps, reported in italics, can thus be considered only as lower bounds. 
